In order to meet demand for high quality English Language learning
material for students, we have created SelfAccess™ which provides
interactive, online, self-study learning tools. SelfAccess will help to
improve and develop the skills required for IELTS, FCE, TOEFL and
TOEIC examinations.
SelfAccess lessons provide questions and task types that may be
encountered in these exams. Lessons include reading, writing,
listening and grammar activities and are fun and rewarding. They are
ideal for those students either studying at secondary or tertiary level, or
as preparation. Lessons are based on current news articles from
Reuters® News Agency.

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 350 lessons; ranging from Elementary to Advanced
The ever-growing library can be searched by lesson title, topic and
skills
Access the library from anywhere at any time so that you can study
at your own pace, in your own time.
Reading and listening exercises, graph interpretation exercises,
grammar support and writing exercises give you opportunities to
practise and learn new skills
Model essays help you to structure argumentative essays, letters
and reports
SelfAccess can be packaged as part of an institutional license

Recent Lesson
Title: JK Rowling - Making Bookshops More
Popular with Young People
Topic: Reading, fame, leisure
Skills: Editing grammatical errors, grammar using reported speech, writing a report, using
discourse markers, matching headings and
paragraphs

Free trial lesson available at www.selfaccess.com

English-To-Go Ltd. was established in 1998 by professional
teachers for teachers and students of the world. We offer a unique
and effective approach to English language learning developed and
maintained by a group of qualified linguists and teachers. Our up-todate, topical lessons are based on news articles and current event
stories from Reuters® News Agency. English-To-Go’s three primary
resources are:
Instant Lessons: English language lessons complete with teacher
notes and answer key.
Instant Workbook: provides online interactive exercises for
English language students in a self-study learning environment via
the internet.
SelfAccess: provides interactive, online, self-study learning tools
that can be used to improve and develop the skills needed for IELTS,
FCE, TOEFL, and TOEIC examinations.

Visit us at www.english-to-go.com

Instant Workbook™ provides online interactive exercises for English
language students in a self-study learning environment via the Internet.
The exercises in Instant Workbook are linked directly to Instant Lessons.
The activities are fun and rewarding. Students can revise what they have
been taught in their own time. They can develop and practise their skills.
Instant Workbook utilizes special log in details to give access to resources
as specified by teachers. Simply activate the exercise by choosing a
username and password, plus the dates you wish the exercise to be
available to your students. Each username and password is valid for five
days from the point of activation.

Features and benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reinforce particular language skills
Self-paced, self-marking exercises free up valuable teacher time
Based on current topical issues, exercises engage students
Reading, writing and listening activities provide a well-rounded and
varied learning experience
Browse and view the exercises in the ever-growing library
Use My Workbook to create a collection of favourite exercises
Search for the exercises at a level that suits you best
Students can study from school or home
Exercises include activities at 9 different levels
Generation of a username and password to give to students to access
the exercises via the Internet
Instant Workbook can be packaged as part of an Institutional
license

Instant Lessons™ are English language lessons complete with teacher
notes and answer key. They are based on news articles from Reuters®
News Agency, providing up-to-date lesson content at 5 language levels.
Each lesson consists of at least 9 exercises. Instant Lessons are often
supplemented by self-study interactive online exercises – Instant
Workbooks.

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

100’s of lessons
Browse and search the extensive library
Lessons divided into sections with teachers’ notes
Store favourite lessons in your own “my lesson” library
Link lessons to your existing curriculum
Simply find the lesson you want, then print & teach!

Recent Instant Lesson
Title
Topic

Level
IWB

Stressed, Stressed, Stressed!
Job stress is a leading cause of illness, depression and
workplace violence in America today and is increasing,
experts say. (Stress in the workplace, causes, business,
sharing opinions and fluency speaking practice,
understanding the headline, matching information,
reading for information, spot the mistake - grammatical
errors, sequencing game.)
Advanced
√

Other Resources

Recent Instant Workbook

Anna Grammar: expert advice on difficult grammar issues from our
resident grammar expert.

Title
Topic
Skills

Weekly Warmer: short activities designed to stimulate and energize
your students.

Level

Stressed, Stressed, Stressed!
Causes of stress in the workplace
Describing graphs, writing a report, using discourse markers,
finding mistakes and completing a cloze
Advanced

Sample Instant Workbook exercises available at
www.english-to-go.com

Max Vocab: Max is the vocabulary expert who provides interesting and
insightful information on the history of specific words in the English
language.

Try the sample lessons at www.english-to-go.com

